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Interactions with professionals are a powerful way to bring real world relevance to curriculum

and uncover career paths and possibilities for students. Nepris was founded with a mission to

scale industry connections through virtual interactions. We want to make it easy to have

repeated virtual real world connections over time for greater student impact. By bringing

professionals to your students virtually, we eliminate the geographic barriers, reduce time away

from work for professionals,align their skills to your classroom needs, eliminate any risk of

having direct contact with students, and we manage the end to end process of finding,

matching, vetting and connecting professionals to your students.

Here is what we do to ensure the safety of students:

1. Limiting Student Access. The Nepris platform does not allow students to communicate

with anyone on our platform. Students cannot join a session or watch videos without

access being provided by an educator. Our site is COPPA and FERPA compliant.

2. Live Session Settings. Nepris integrates with Zoom through an API which allows us to

predetermine settings that are not available to the general public. You will notice in our

meetings that many things are inaccessible or default to certain settings.

3. Vetting of Volunteers. Volunteers join our platform either directly or when recruited

through trusted White Label partners. These partners use a branded version of Nepris to

further build their community engagement and outreach mission. As a trusted partner,

they have committed to vetting the professional beforehand. Nepris recommends they

either conduct a background check or employment verification for their volunteers. If the

volunteer is not associated with a White Label Partner, Nepris will work directly with the

volunteer to complete this process. The Nepris team will also do an informal internet

search to make sure volunteers represent a certain standard online.

4. Processes. During live sessions, we require the educators representing students to be

present.  Students cannot join a meeting with a professional without their educator or

Nepris team member present first. All Nepris team members have completed a
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background check. For large format meetings like Industry chats where this is not be

possible to enforce, we use a webinar format to totally restrict any access to students

directly.

5. Safety as Designed. Educators who use video conferencing software regularly

sometimes ask for a direct Zoom link for their students to avoid logging in through Nepris

or want to do a session on their own Zoom account or another platform like Google or

Teams. The security settings on our Zoom meetings, the need to comply with COPPA

rules, accountability of who joins, and the risk of possibly bypassing our background

checks should all be compelling reasons to use Nepris as designed. The Terms of

Service states that educators cannot recruit professionals from the Nepris platform for

virtual or in person meetings outside of Nepris, especially due to student safety and

security concerns.

Some other information which will help you be knowledgeable about volunteers on Nepris:

● Anyone can sign up to create a profile on Nepris. We do not restrict professionals on

signing up. We make sure a background check has been completed within the last 12

months only when that professional offers to participate in a live session. This means

some professionals may cancel after accepting one of your sessions because they do

not want to be subjected to a full background check. This is okay. We’ll work hard to find

a replacement. It also means the more lead time you provide us, the better, in getting

these requirements completed.

● When a professional does accept a teacher request or offers an industry chat and it is

their first time presenting on our platform, our support team has a standard process to

request a live video session with them prior to connecting with the teacher/classroom.

During this meeting, besides testing technology, we train them on how to message the

teacher on the platform, provide best practices, templates and guidelines to have a

productive conversation.
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● When a professional accepts an educator requested session, we encourage the teacher

to use the message service to make contact with the professional before the session.

● Teachers get an opportunity to provide feedback via a short survey after every session.

In very rare cases, if the survey results are not positive, then we remove this person from

doing any further classroom interactions.

● If you make a deeper connection with the professional and want to keep in touch and

communicate with them or even connect any of your students directly to them, do not

use the Nepris platform to exchange student information. If you choose to make direct

connections with professionals outside of Nepris, it is the sole responsibility of the

teacher to follow district guidelines and use caution in these communications.

Nepris was founded with the mission to level the playing field for all students and we take this

mission very seriously. We are committed to supporting our teachers and students to the best of

our ability.

If you have any further questions, please email our Customer Support Team at
support@nepris.com.
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